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T2 Alpha  
Nailing redefined.
T2 Alpha nails are SOMA designed to adapt seamlessly to your varying intraoperative 
needs. With nails designed for preferred entry, length-dependent radius of curvature 
(RoC), and added locking configurations, T2 Alpha delivers a comprehensive implant 
portfolio to meet the diverse anatomical needs of patients.

  Dedicated femoral nails greater trochanteric (GT) and piriformis fossa (PF) with 
added proximal and distal locking options

• Recon Mode

• Oblique Mode

• Transverse Static Mode

• Dynamic Mode

• Internal Apposition/Compression Mode

• External Apposition/Compression Mode

  Length-dependent RoC ranging from 0.75M to 1.35M

  Added proximal locking option for Tibia with more distal screw pattern
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PF 
Femur

GT 
Femur Tibia

Antegrade femur nails 
in PF and GT entry with 
multi-purpose locking 

configurations.

Antegrade femur nails 
with tapered distal tip 

designed to aid with 
insertion.

SOMA confirmed screw 
trajectories to aid in 

placement of screws in 
most dense bone.
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Reasons to believe

  SOMA’s proprietary software enables 
evidenced based design and the ability 
to verify fit.1,2

  Stryker continues to innovate using 
SOMA. Several new tools, such as bone 
density analysis, are currently being 
developed to aid in future implant 

designs.3




